
ECONOMIC ECONOMICS AND CORRECT ANSWER

This is a philosophical question, so there is no objectively correct answer. However, in my opinion economics (or any
field of study) is defined.

But I think the line between stats and econometrics is blurry, when it comes to either questions or methods. In
micro: The kinds of questions which applied micro papers in top journals pursue is diverse. The optimal
frequency should be where the marginal benefit of an Essay about Econ Ch. Question 2 10 out of 10 points
Suppose a firm is currently maximizing its profits i. Which of the following is considered production in
economics? Built in inflation might start due to a unemployment b persistent demand pull inflation c selective
credit control d All of the above B  There is a direct relationship between of the consumer and his demand.
Extension and contraction of demand for a good occurs as a result of a Change in the quality of good b Change
in the price of a good c Availability of cheaper substitutes d Increases in Income B  Marginal utility curve. A
Related Papers. Assuming that bread and jam are complements. A decision is not profitable if a it increases
revenue more than costs. When a supply of a commodity decreases on a fall in its price, it is called a demand b
Contraction of supply c consumer surplus d none of these B  Answer Selected Answer: total economic cost
Correct Answer: total economic cost Question 2 5 out of 5 points Recently, the American Medical Association
changed its recommendations on the frequency of pap-smear exams for women. From to the wages paid to
fruit pickers increased while the number of fruit pickers employed decreased. The guiding principle of
business economics is not but avoiding loss. I'm struck by how many econometrics papers could, or are,
published in top stats journals, and conversely how many top stats journals publish useful econometrics.
Capital can be classified on the basis of a Ownership b Durability c Alternative uses d All of the above D  The
law of supply states that firms will of the commodity when prices are high and vice versa. A time series can be
calculated through a leading series b coincident series c logging series d all the above. Who propounded the
general equilibrium theory of international trade? Which is not a type of BOP disequilibrium? Ans d  Which
one is not a type of monopoly? Keynes has propounded the theory of interest a Liquidity preference theory b
loanable funds theory c demand and supply d Marginal productivity theory. The general causes of inflation in
India are a Demand factors b supply factors c fiscal factors d All of the above D  Correct Answer: where its
demand curve is elastic. B Govt. During the same period the price of radio sets declined, while the number of
radio sets purchased increased. Ans c  Which one of the following is not a method of measuring elasticity of
demand? What would be the value of elasticity of demand, if the demand for the good is perfectly inelastic?
Market occurs where demand and supply are equal. In a monopolistically competitive market the number of
firm is a 1 b 2 c few d very large D  The law of demand states that there is an relationship between price and
quantity demanded. There are two methods of constructing an economics theory, they are and methods.
Correct Answer: maintain. I'm struck by how often non-economists associate the term economics with,
specifically, macroeconomics. Which is not an internal factor causing business cycle?


